GODIRECT™ GROUND HANDLING
GoDirect Ground Handling tracks progress of aircraft turnaround — across all bases of operations.

**AIRLINES**
- **Reduced Turnaround Time Means**
  - Higher asset utilization: longer legs, more legs per day
- **Improved On Time Performance Means**
  - Fewer missed slots: more passengers and cargo make connections and arrive on time
- **Better Process Control Means**
  - Real-time data allowing immediate and timely interventions

**AIRPORTS**
- **Greater airport throughput of passengers, cargo and aircraft**
- **Gate and stand planning is respected**
- **Real-time data allowing immediate and timely interventions**

**GROUND HANDLERS**
- **Higher asset utilization**
- **Better adherence to service level agreements**
- **Up to 5% increase in revenue due to captured ad hoc services**

**Additional Information**
- **Airlines**
  - Up to 30% improvement in on time performance and significant savings in delay costs annually
- **Airlines**
  - Up to 11% reduction in aircraft ground time at airport allowed them to open a new slot during peak hours